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Abstract The access to weak alignment media has

fuelled the development of methods for efficiently and

accurately measuring residual dipolar couplings

(RDCs) in NMR-spectroscopy. Among the wealth of

approaches for determining one-bond scalar and RDC

constants only J-modulated and J-evolved techniques

retain maximum resolution in the presence of differ-

ential relaxation. In this article, a number of J-evolved

experiments are examined with respect to the achiev-

able minimum linewidth in the J-dimension, using the

peptide PA4 and the 80-amino-acid-protein Saposin C

as model systems. With the JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC

experiment, the average full-width at half height could

be reduced to approximately 5 Hz for the protein,

which allows the additional resolution of otherwise

unresolved peaks by the active (J+D)-coupling. Since

RDCs generally can be scaled by the choice of align-

ment medium and alignment strength, the technique

introduced here provides an effective resort in cases

when chemical shift differences alone are insufficient

for discriminating signals. In favorable cases even

secondary structure elements can be distinguished.

Keywords RDCs � BIRD-element � Scalable

resolution � J-Evolution � J-Spectroscopy

Introduction

Although media for very weak alignment are known

for only a relatively short period (Tjandra and Bax

1997a; Hansen et al. 1998; Prestegard 1998; Bendiak

2002; Freudenberger et al. 2004, 2005; Luy et al. 2004;

Haberz et al. 2005), residual dipolar couplings

(RDCs) have already become a standard structural

parameter in NMR spectroscopy of biomolecules

(Simon and Sattler 2002; Bax 2003), and are also

becoming more and more popular for organic mole-

cules (Martin-Pastor and Bush 2001; Freedberg 2002;

Thiele and Berger 2003; Verdier et al. 2003; Yan

et al. 2003, 2004; Klages et al. 2005). The interest in

methods for rapid and accurate determination of

heteronuclear and homonuclear coupling constants

has brought up a wealth of techniques (e.g., Tolman

and Prestegard 1996b; Tjandra and Bax 1997b;

Brutscher et al. 1998; Ottiger et al. 1998b; Yang et al.

1998). Most approaches designed for the determina-

tion of most easily accessible one-bond heteronuclear

coupling constants rely on the measurement of the

displacement between doublet components in J-coupled

spectra with (Meissner et al. 1997a, b; Brutscher et al.

1998; Ottiger et al. 1998a; Luy et al. 2001; Permi

2002) or without spin state selective elements

(Tolman and Prestegard 1996a; Bax and Tjandra

1997; Tjandra and Bax 1997a; Tjandra et al. 1997; Luy

and Marino 2001a). However, in the presence of dif-

ferential relaxation it turns out that one of the two

doublet lines can be broadened to an extent that

makes these experiments rather unfavorable for the

extraction of coupling constants. In this case, two

classes of experiments referred to as J-modulated

(Tjandra and Bax 1997b; Fehér et al. 2003) and
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J-evolved (JE-) spectroscopy (Luy and Marino 2003)

have been shown to overcome the problems due to

differential relaxation by simultaneously retaining

TROSY-enhanced linewidths.

Besides differential linebroadening, also other fac-

tors affect the ability to measure one-bond heteronu-

clear couplings, like, for example, the spectral

resolution. Spin state selective approaches like S3E

(Meissner et al. 1997a, b), or IPAP (Ottiger et al.

1998a) show reduced multiplets when applied to uni-

formly 15N-labeled proteins, but are not optimized with

respect to linewidth and are usually limited to two

chemical shift dimensions. The inherent dispersion of

RDCs as an additional way to enhance the resolution is

not exploited at all. Here we present 3D J-evolution-

based experiments which retain chemical shift resolu-

tion in 2D planes and yield improved resolution in the

additional (J+D)-dimension. The linewidths in this

third dimension are studied by comparing several pulse

sequences that also include the application of a

BIRDd,X-element.

As reported previously, J-modulated experiments

can be improved using a BIRDd,X element during the

coupling evolution period (Uhrı́n et al. 1993; Fehér

et al. 2003; Kövér and Batta 2004; Kövér and Forgó

2004). For amide groups, for example, the overall

experiment duration is extended by 1/1JHN,N, but

refocusing of 1H,1H and long-range 1H,15N couplings

during the J-evolution period reduces the signal decay

and/or undesired oscillations in the time domain. In the

frequency domain this corresponds to a simplification

of the multiplet pattern, leading in favorable cases to

collapse to a single narrow line that compensates for

losses during the BIRDd,X-element. This improves the

situation especially for partially aligned samples where

the multitude of additional through-space homonu-

clear and heteronuclear couplings usually leads to

strongly broadened multiplets. Several experiments are

introduced and demonstrated on a cyclic pentapeptide,

PA4, and a small helical protein, Saposin C.

Theory

J-evolution based experiments

Five different experiments based on the JE-TROSY

approach (Luy and Marino 2003) shall be introduced

and compared. The experiments are designed for

measuring one-bond 1H,15N-couplings of amide groups

with maximized resolution due to the sum of scalar

couplings and RDCs (1JHN,N + DHN,N). The pulse

sequences are shown in Fig. 1: the conventional JE-

HSQC experiment with hard or selective 1H-refocusing

pulse during the J-evolution period (Fig. 1A), the

counterpart JE-N-HSQC with the J-evolution on the
15N nuclei (Fig. 1B), and the corresponding JE-

BIRDd,X-HSQC (Fig. 1C) and JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC

(Fig. 1D) experiments with an additional BIRDd,X

element as described in Uhrı́n et al. (1993). The major

differences between the five experiments shown in

Fig. 1 are the couplings evolving and the type of

nucleus subject to transverse relaxation during the J-

evolution period t1. The evolving couplings are

summarized in Table 1: While basically all 1H,1H- and
1H-15N-couplings contribute to the multiplet pattern in

the simple JE-HSQC variant with the hard refocusing

pulse, most of them are already removed by the

application of a selective proton refocusing pulse in the

center of t1. However, best suppression of unwanted

scalar couplings and RDCs during t1 is achieved by

applying a BIRDd,X filter element (Table 1). Gener-

ally, 15N-evolved t1-periods with relatively longer T2

relaxation times of the nitrogen atoms lead to narrower

lines in proteins and are therefore preferred.

Since evolution of chemical shifts does not occur

during the t1 period, conventional quadrature detection

schemes such as the States or TPPI methods are not

required. A complex Fourier transform along the

J-dimension using conventional NMR processing soft-

ware can still be performed if the acquired real part of

the spectrum is extended by an imaginary part con-

sisting of zeros as described in (Luy and Marino 2003).

The resulting pure phase 1JHN,N-doublets are either in-

or antiphase, depending on whether the J-evolution

period starts with maximum (as in the JE-N-HSQC

and JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC) or minimum (i.e., zero as

in the JE-HSQC and the JE-BIRDd,X-HSQC variants)

initial magnetization. In the presented pulse schemes

and in particular the scheme using a selective
1H-refocusing pulse, the first data point in the

J-dimension (t1 = 0) is not directly accessible and can

be omitted, if a 360� first order phase correction is

applied to the J-spectrum.

The BIRDd,X-element

In the following, the BIRDd,X-element with its ability

to significantly simplify multiplet patterns shall be

analyzed more closely using the appropriate nomen-

clature for the participating nuclei (Uhrı́n et al.

1993): a BIRD filter 90�(1H)-d-180�(1H,X)-d-90�(1H)
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generally works as a selective 180� pulse which is

able to distinguish the heteronucleus X, its directly

bound protons d, and all remotely bound protons r.

Depending on the phases used for the 90� proton

pulses, either combination of spins can selectively

be inverted (Uhrı́n et al. 1993). For example, the

BIRDd,X-filter with all pulses applied with phase

x selectively inverts the heteronucleus and the

directly bound protons while leaving remote protons

untouched. A product operator analysis of an XIdIr

three spin system with the corresponding Jd,X,

Jd,r, and Jr,X couplings, results for example in the

transfer

bFig. 1 Pulse schemes for 3D JE-HSQC (A), 3D JE-N-HSQC
(B), 3D JE-BIRDd,X-HSQC (C), and 3D JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC
(D) experiments. All experiments are based on the FAST-HSQC
detection scheme (Mori et al. 1995). Narrow filled pulses
correspond to flip angles of 90� and wide open to 180�.
Composite pulse (GARP Shaka et al. 1985) 15N decoupling
was used during acquisition. The first 180� 1H pulse in the center
of the t1 evolution period in the 3D JE-HSQC (A) (drawn as a
Gaussian shape) can be applied either as hard or selective pulse,
to decouple or not decouple 1H–1H couplings between amide
and aliphatic protons. The composite WATERGATE pulse is a
3-9-19 scheme (Piotto et al. 1992; Sklenar et al. 1993) with pulse
intervals of 100 ls. Delay durations: D = 2.75 ms; d = 5.5 ms; s =
1.3 ms for a total preparation and refocusing time of 5.5 ms. For
all experiments, the increment in the J-dimension is adjusted to
5.5 ms. The first delay in the J-dimension is adjusted to 5.5 ms for
experiments (A) and (C) (corresponding to the time increment
used in the J-evolution period) and 3 ls for experiments (B) and
(D). Phase sensitive spectra in the J-dimension were achieved
using the procedure described in (Luy and Marino 2003). States
quadrature detection is used in the t2 dimension. Phases are: u1
= y; u2 = x, –x; u3 = x, x, –x, –x; u4 = x, x, x, x, –x, –x, –x, –x;
Receiver = x, –x, x, –x, –x, x, –x, x. Sine-bell shaped pulse field
gradients (1 ms each, z-axis) have strengths (in % of max.
strength): G1:10; G2: –10; G3: 80; G4: 8.1
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For the ideal delay 2d = 1/(1Jd,X) and negligible

homonuclear and heteronuclear long-range couplings,

transfers for the derived and further transverse com-

ponents simplify to

Id
x �! �Id

x Id
y �! Id

y

2Id
x Xz �! 2Id

x Xz 2Id
y Xz �! �2Id

y Xz

Ir
x �! Ir

x Ir
y �! Ir

y

2Ir
xXz �! 2Ir

xXz 2Ir
yXz �! 2Ir

yXz

Xx �! �Xx Xy �! Xy

2Id
z Xx �! 2Id

z Xx 2Id
z Xy �! �2Id

z Xy

In this case, original Id and X single quantum coher-

ences are inverted as if a 180y� pulse would have been

applied on both spins, while the remote proton Ir is left

unchanged.

However, if the matching condition is not fulfilled or

if considerably strong homonuclear or heteronuclear

long-range couplings are present, initial single quan-

tum coherences get partially converted into ZQ/DQ

coherences or other terms that evolve with different

frequencies than the original single quantum coher-

ence. In the appendix, a detailed derivation of transfer

properties of important coherences in J-evolution

periods is given. The main effect of mismatched delays

is a decrease of signal intensities for the original single

quantum terms.

The strongest reduction in signal intensity for par-

tially aligned samples is introduced by the dispersion due

to RDCs, where the dipolar coupling contribution

inevitably results in mismatched delays. Based on the

product operator analysis, we can assume an average

reduction due to delay mismatch of 0:5�ð1�
cosð2 pd 1Jd;XÞÞ (see appendix and Pham et al. 2002),

which translates into 0:5�ð1� cosð2 pd ð1JNH;Nþ
DNH;NÞÞÞ for partially aligned amide groups. A 10%

(20%) mismatch of the coupling compared to the actual

coupling 2d = 1/(1Jd,X) used in the experiment, for

example, leads to a signal loss of 3% (10%).

Additional reduction of signal intensities by the

product 0:5�Pð1� cosð2 pd nJd;rÞÞ over all remotely

coupled protons results from homonuclear coupling

evolution (see appendix). Heteronuclear long-range

couplings do not affect transverse proton operators

during the BIRDd,X element, but reduce signal inten-

sities by the product Pð1� cosð2p d nJr;XÞÞ over all

long-range couplings if operators of the heteronucleus

are transverse during J-evolution periods (see appen-

dix). However, homonuclear and long-range hetero-

nuclear couplings are typically small compared to the

heteronuclear one-bond coupling and the scaling

should be negligible. In addition, the loss of magneti-

zation can be overcompensated by the effective

decoupling with respect to the remote spins, leading

to even increased net peak heights due to reduced

multiplet-widths.

It should be noted, that only remote protons are

decoupled. If more than one proton is directly attached

to the heteronucleus, as for example in CH2, CH3, or

NH2 groups, all protons are inverted equally and

homonuclear couplings between the direct protons will

still evolve during J-evolution periods and contribute

to the multiplet pattern (see also Pham et al. 2002).

Equally, homonuclear and long-range heteronuclear

couplings between two spin groups with the same type

of heteronucleus, as for example an amide group

coupled to another amide group, will not be refocused

by the BIRDd,X element. Instead, heteronuclear

Table 1 Couplings contributing to the multiplet pattern during the J-evolution period of the corresponding experiments of Fig. 1

JE-HSQC (hard) JE-HSQC (selective) JE-N-HSQC JE-BIRDd,X-HSQC JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC

Transverse nucleus 1HN 1HN 15N 1HN 15N
1JHN,N Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
nJHN,HN/nJN,N

a Yes Yes Only U-15Nb Only U-15Nb Only U-15Nb

nJHN,N Only U-15Nb Only U-15Nb Yes Only U-15Nb Only U-15Nb

nJHN,Haliph/nJN,Haliph
a Yes No Yes No No

nJHN,Harom/nJN,Harom
a Yes Yes Yes No No

a depending on the respective transverse nucleus
b the corresponding couplings are only active in uniformly 15N-labeled molecules
1 JHN,N: the direct one-bond heteronuclear (1JHN,N + DHN,N)-coupling of interest
n JHN,HN: short and long-range homonuclear scalar and/or dipolar couplings between 15N-attached protons
n JN,N: long-range 15N,15N scalar couplings or RDCs
n JHN,N: long-range heteronuclear scalar and/or dipolar couplings to the 15N-attached proton or 15N of interest
n JHN,Haliph,nJN,Haliph: homonuclear 1H,1H and long-range heteronuclear scalar and/or dipolar couplings from aliphatic protons to the
amide group of interest
n JHN,Harom,nJN,Harom:homonuclear 1H,1H and long-range heteronuclear scalar and/or dipolar couplings from aromatic protons cov-
ered by the selective refocusing pulse during t1 to the amide group of interest
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couplings to further nuclei during t1, as for example 13C

in 15N,13C-labeled compounds, are decoupled by an
1H,15N-BIRDd,X-element and do not contribute to the

signal multiplicity.

Due to the central hard 180� pulses on both the

protons and the heteronucleus, a and b states are in-

terconverted, and differential line broadening due to

DD-CSA or DD-DD cross-correlated relaxation is

suppressed by the BIRD-filter. Homonuclear 1H,1H

DD-CSA cross-correlation effects in the experiments

using 1H coherence during t1 are expected to be weak

and therefore negligible.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation

Cyclo(-D-Pro-Ala-Ala-Ala-Ala-) (referred to as PA4)

was chemically synthesized using uniformly 15N,13C-

labeled Fmoc-Ala and standard methods for cycliza-

tion (Kessler 1982; Mierke et al. 1994). The sample

used for measurements was prepared in DMSO-d6 with

a final concentration of 2 mM. Uniformly 15N-labeled

human Saposin C with hexa-histidine tag at the

C-terminus was expressed in the methylotrophic yeast

Pichia pastoris according to a procedure analogous to

that described elsewhere (Wendeler et al. 2004). The

protein was concentrated to a 1.4 mM solution and

buffer conditions were adjusted to 90% H2O/10% D2O

with 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. In a further

step, the sample was mixed with filamentous Pf1-phage

to a final concentration of 13 mg/ml for partial align-

ment.

NMR spectroscopy

All spectra of PA4 were recorded at 300 K on a Bruker

DMX750 spectrometer as 2D experiments (omitting

the 15N dimension) with a data matrix of 256 · 2048

points and acquisition times of 1406 ms (t1, J) and

102 ms (t3, 1H) with 2 scans per FID. An artificial

imaginary part in the indirect dimension consisting of

zeros was added to each spectrum to a final size of 512

· 2048 points before complex Fourier transformation

(for detailed description of the processing procedure

see Luy and Marino 2003).

All experiments on Saposin C were acquired at

310 K. JE-Spectra of the aligned sample were

recorded as a 48 · 64 · 2048 data matrix with maxi-

mum acquisition times of 240 ms (t1, J-dimension),

24 ms (t2, 15N), and 103 ms (t3, 1H) using 32 scans per

FID for an overall measurement time of 35 h per

experiment. Addition of a zero imaginary part in the

J-dimension and zerofilling to 128 · 96 · 2048 points

was applied prior to Fourier transform. Processing

and analysis were carried out using the software

NMRpipe (Delaglio et al. 1995) and Sparky (Goddard

and Kneller, University of California; Kneller and

Kuntz 1993). For comparison, IPAP-HSQC spectra

(Ottiger et al. 1998a) were recorded on both un-

aligned and aligned protein sample to yield 1JHN,N

and 1JHN,N + DHN,N couplings, respectively. Each

spectrum had a time domain size of 512 · 1024, cor-

responding to acquisition periods of 190 ms (15N) and

51 ms (1H), which was zerofilled to a size of 1024 ·
1024 prior to Fourier transform. 128 scans per incre-

ment were added for a total experiment duration of

36 h each.

Results

PA4

The five experiments of Fig. 1 were recorded on the
15N,13C-labeled cyclic pentapeptide PA4 to study the

signal width in the J-spectra due to 1H-1H and long-

range 1H-15N couplings. The results are illustrated in

Fig. 2: The 1JHN,N antiphase doublet pattern in the

non-selective JE-HSQC is further split by a large
3JHN,Hb coupling of approximately 9 Hz (Fig. 2A).

Similarly, the signal width observed in the JE-N-HSQC

experiment is clearly increased compared to the JE-N-

BIRDd,X-HSQC due to long-range 2JN,Ha, 3JN,Hb, and

interresidual 3JN,Ha couplings (Fig. 2C). The selective

JE-HSQC and the BIRDd,X-experiments all show

comparable linewidths of approximately 4 Hz (Fig. 2B,

D, E).

Saposin C

Three of the five experiments, namely the JE-

BIRDd,X-HSQC, JE-N-HSQC, and JE-N-BIRDd,X-

HSQC sequences were applied to the 15N-labeled

protein Saposin C aligned in Pf1-phage. In partially

oriented biomolecules, further line broadening is ex-

pected not only due to faster transverse relaxation,

but also due to the occurence of residual long range

dipolar interactions in addition to the scalar cou-

plings mentioned above. Traces of the resulting

J-dimensions in the acquired spectra are shown in

Fig. 3 for a typical residue. Now the signal width

obtained for J-evolution with 15N being in the
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transverse plane (Fig. 3B) is significantly smaller than

for the experiment with transverse 1H magnetization

(Fig. 3A), and the BIRDd,X filter provides an addi-

tional reduction to approximately 5 Hz (Fig. 3C). For

comparison, 15N-linewidths of typically 7 Hz for the

downfield and 10 Hz for the upfield doublet compo-

nents were observed in IPAP-HSQC spectra of the

same sample.

Residual dipolar couplings measured from both the

JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC and the IPAP method were

basically identical, resulting in the typical zig-zag

wave pattern of five a-helices. A special case of

determination of coupling constants is shown in

Fig. 4. While signals for L70, D30, Y4 (tentative

assignment), and F32 are partially overlapped in the

IPAP-HSQC spectra so that coupling constants can

only be measured with enlarged error, the signals of

all four residues are resolved in the JE-N-BIRDd,X-

HSQC due to the additional dispersion in the

J-dimension. 71 1H,15N-RDCs of Saposin C have been

measured with the JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC. In Fig. 5,

the experimental couplings are plotted against RDCs

fitted to the structural model with pdb-entry 1M12

(De Alba et al. 2003) using the program PALES. The

graph shows excellent agreement of measured versus

backcalculated RDCs with a correlation factor

R2 = 0.976.

Resolution enhancement in Saposin C due

to DHN,N dispersion

All 1JHN,N-coupling constants are in the range of

91–96 Hz, with an average value close to 93 Hz.

Therefore the effective 1JHN,N + DHN,N couplings in

the aligned sample roughly translate into the DHN,N

couplings of the corresponding amide groups. Figure 6

shows three slices from the JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC

spectrum at (J+D)-values of 72, 92, and 109 Hz, cor-

responding to RDCs of approximately –21, –1, and

+16 Hz. Compared to the 1H,15N-HSQC of the un-

aligned protein (Fig. 6A), the slices show a significantly

reduced number of cross peaks with almost all overlaps

nicely separated in the J-dimension. Only residues V3

(DHN,N = 5 Hz), A31 (DHN,N = 9 Hz), and V51

(DHN,N = –7 Hz) are present in two 2D slices, because

they have intermediate RDCs right between the

selected frequencies. These residues are also special in

the way that their signals are relatively strong, which

lets them be present in a relatively wide range of

J-slices despite their narrow lines.

Since the axes of Saposin C’s a-helices point in dif-

ferent directions in 3D space, each helix has a char-

acteristic range of RDCs that can be partially

separated in the J-dimension. This way N-H-vectors

of helices a1 and a2 are found in both 2D slices

Fig. 2 Contour plots of and
slices through the cross peak
of Ala5 in the JE-HSQC with
hard (A) and selective (B)
inversion pulse, JE-N-HSQC
(C), JE-BIRDd,X-HSQC (D),
and JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC
(E) acquired on the cyclic
pentapeptide PA4

Fig. 3 Contour plots of and slices through residue H76 extracted
from JE-BIRDd,X-HSQC (A), JE-N-HSQC (B) and JE-N-
BIRDd,X-HSQC (C) experiments applied to Saposin C, a

medium sized protein. The isolated residue H76 as a typical
cross peak is shown to compare the relative signal widths in the
JE-dimension
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corresponding to effective (J+D) couplings of 72 and

92 Hz, while helix a3 can be found at 92 and 109 Hz,

and helix a5 at 72 and 109 Hz (Fig. 7). Helix a4 is only

present in the 2D-plane at (J+D) = 72 Hz.

Discussion

The results presented demonstrate that J-evolution

combined with the BIRDd,X element (Uhrı́n et al.

1993) provides a method for accurate measurement

of heteronuclear one-bond couplings in biomacro-

molecules with enhanced resolution due to DHN,N

RDCs. Compared to conventional methods for

coupling determination like the IPAP-HSQC, the

Fig. 4 The most crowded
region of the 1H,15N-HSQC
spectrum of the unaligned
sample of Saposin C is shown
in (A) (see also Fig. 6A). In
the corresponding regions of
the two IPAP-HSQC
subspectra (overlayed using
solid and dashed lines) RDCs
cannot be measured due to
partial overlap of four
residues (B). In the 2D J-1H-
planes of the 3D JE-N-
BIRDd,X-HSQC at nitrogen
chemical shifts of 118.0 and
119.0 ppm, however, the
signals are separated and
couplings can be derived
(C,D). The assignment of Y4
is only tentative and therefore
indicated with a question
mark

Fig. 5 Correlation plot of experimental RDCs obtained from the
JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC versus the corresponding back-calculated
RDCs using the structure published in (De Alba et al. 2003)
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proposed 3D JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC has the disad-

vantage of an additional dimension and therefore an

increased minimum measurement time. As long as all

desired signals are resolved in the 2D spectra, the

additional measurement time needed for the J-

evolved spectrum should not be wasted. In principle,

resolution in the indirect dimension of IPAP-HSQC

experiments could also significantly be improved by a

BIRDr-filter which would refocus all long-range

(nJHN,N + DHN,N) couplings during t1 and therefore

decrease the linewidth (as e.g. used in Fehér et al.

2003). In this case the resulting spectrum is still a 2D

spectrum. The full resolution enhancement with re-

spect to chemical shift and RDC dispersion, however,

is only met in a separate dimension as presented

here. It should be noted that 7 one-bond couplings in

Saposin C could be measured in the JE-N-BIRDd,X-

HSQC experiment that could not be resolved in the

corresponding IPAP-HSQC (Fig. 4 and John et al.

2006). This represents approximately 10% of the

amide one-bond couplings.

In J-evolution periods with the BIRDd,X element

most indirect couplings as well as B0-inhomogeneities

are refocused. Additional spectral resolution in the

J-dimension can therefore be achieved in all cases

where the (J+D)-dispersion is larger than the ‘‘relax-

ation only’’-linewidth. As shown in Fig. 4, this allows

the measurement of coupling constants for residues

with resonances partially overlapping in the 1H as well

as the 15N dimensions. This property of the proposed

experiments is especially important, since dipolar

coupling constants can be varied relatively easily by

adjusting the degree of alignment or the kind of

alignment medium used. For the majority of residues

Fig. 6 1H,15N-HSQC of
unaligned Saposin C (A) and
several 1H,15N-planes at
different (J+D) frequencies
from the 3D JE-N-BIRDd,X-
HSQC spectrum acquired on
Saposin C partially aligned in
Pf1 phage (B–D). The aligned
Saposin C generally shows
slightly broader cross peaks in
the 15N-dimension because of
the lower number of
increments acquired, but due
to RDC-induced dispersion in
the (J+D)-dimension overall
resolution is significantly
improved
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with two N–H internuclear vectors pointing in different

directions it should therefore be possible to resolve

even complete 1H and 15N chemical shift degeneracy

via the (J+D)-dimension.

The limits of the JE-approach with respect to

molecular size have already been discussed previously

(Luy and Marino 2003). For very large molecules (lar-

ger than approximately 30 kDa) with short T2 relaxa-

tion times the application of the BIRDd,X-element

might not be feasible because of the loss of signal during

the additional delays. This loss is expected to be sig-

nificantly larger for the experiments, in which the

magnetization during the J-evolution resides on 1H

(T2 � 20 ms for Saposin C) rather than 15N (T2 �
140 ms for Saposin C). At high molecular weight,

however, the natural linewidth will by far exceed the

signal width contribution of small heteronuclear or
1H-1H homonuclear couplings, such that only a minor

resolution enhancement is expected from the inclusion

of the BIRDd,X-element. In this case, the corresponding

TROSY-type pulse sequences (Luy and Marino 2003)

with selective 1H refocusing pulses applied during t1
seems to be the more appropriate choice.

The number of time increments in the J-evolved

dimension of a JE-N-BIRDd,X-HSQC should be cho-

sen carefully. Additional resolution is always traded in

for lower sensitivity, and the maximum t1 time should

be adjusted to the expected linewidth in the (J+D)-

dimension. For a full-width-at-half-height linewidth of

5 Hz, 240 ms for the maximum t1 is a reasonable

choice. For molecules with longer correlation times

and increased linewidth, the number of t1-increments

should be reduced accordingly.

It should be noted that an ideal performance of the

BIRDd,X element is expected only for a small window

of (J+D)-couplings close to the inverse of the chosen

delay. Nevertheless, for none of the couplings in the

entire range of 68–110 Hz present in aligned Saposin C

phase-twisting or other artifacts were encountered, and

the expected reduction in intensity is in all cases less

than 15%. For stronger alignments and therefore a

wider range of (J+D)-couplings such problems might

well arise. To prevent evolution of homonuclear pro-

ton antiphase magnetization during the BIRDd,x ele-

ment, it might be replaced by a CAGEBIRDd,x

element (koskela et al. 2004) which uses the homo-

nuclear Hartmann Hahn conditions created by CPMG

transfer elements for retaining inphase magnetization

(Luy and Marino 2001b)

In favorable cases the dispersion due to RDCs in

aligned samples might be a useful tool to distinguish

specific parts of a molecule or aid in the 15N-HSQC

assignment, as RDCs have been used previously for the

resonance assignment of proteins with (Jung and

Zweckstetter 2004a, 2004b) and without (Jung et al.

2004) known structure. An example is shown in Fig. 7,

where RDC-based dispersion can be used to separate

cross peaks originating from different a-helices.

The JE-approach, of course, is not limited to 15N-la-

beled proteins and peptides, but should be easily

Fig. 7 RDCs of Saposin C
and the occurrence of
structural elements in the
different JE(N)-BIRDd,X-
HSQC planes. The sequence
plot shows the typical zig-zag
lines for the a-helices in
Saposin C (A). For each of
the three extracted 1H,15N-
planes of Fig. 6B–D the
corresponding cross peaks are
indicated as black points in
the structure of Saposin C at
the position of the amide
nitrogen (B–D)
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transferable to other labeling-schemes or even unlabeled

samples. For other classes of biomolecules like nucleic

acids and carbohydrates, overlap is a very serious prob-

lem and JE-resolved spectra exploiting the possibilities of

RDC-dispersion could play an important role in obtain-

ing unambiguous assignments. It might also be very

useful in the context of small organic molecules, where

new alignment media and analytical methods currently

open a variety of possible applications (Yan et al. 2003,

2004; Thiele 2004, 2005; Haberz et al. 2005; Klages et al.

2005; Kobzar et al. 2005; Luy et al. 2005).

For isotropic samples with no additional resolution

due to RDCs, the proposed experiments can only

provide very limited additional resolution. Amide
1JHN,N coupling constants are known to have little

variation, as well as most aliphatic 1JHC coupling con-

stants. The situation is different for aromatic systems

with a wide range of 1JHC coupling constants, where a

corresponding JE-C-BIRDd,X-HSQC experiment

could already provide additional resolution when

applied to an unaligned sample.

The (J+D)-dimension can be principally incorpo-

rated in high dimensionality approaches like FDM

(Mandelshtam et al. 1998), GFT (Kim and Szyperski

2003), projection reconstruction (Kupce and Freeman

2003), or covariance NMR (Bruschweiler and Zhang

2004) to further reduce experiment times.

Conclusion

In summary, the usefulness of J-evolution spectroscopy

for the determination of large one-bond heteronuclear

coupling constants, as previously introduced in the

JE-TROSY approach, could be demonstrated also for

small to medium-sized biomolecules. With a BIRDd,X-

element during J-evolution the linewidth for the

protein Saposin C could be reduced significantly in the

J-dimension which not only allowed the accurate

measurement of 1JHN,N + DHN,N couplings, but also

resulted in a novel way to increase signal dispersion in

partially aligned samples. The limiting resolution is no

longer determined by chemical shifts alone but addi-

tionally by the dispersion of RDCs which can be scaled

over a wide range by the choice of alignment medium

and alignment strength.
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Appendix

Neglecting strong coupling artifacts, the evolution of

transverse operators during a BIRDd,X element

applied to a three spin system consisting of one het-

eronucleus X, one directly coupled proton spin Id, and

one remotely coupled proton spin Ir with the corre-

sponding couplings Jd,X > Jd,r � Jr,X, results in the

following transfers:

Id
x �! Id

x cos 2pd1Jd;X cos 2pdnJd;r þ 2Id
z Xz sin 2pd1Jd;X cos 2pdnJd;r

� 2Id
z Ir

y cos 2pd1Jd;X sin 2pdnJd;r þ 4Id
x Ir

yXz sin 2pd1Jd;X sin 2pdnJd;r

Id
y �! Id

y

2Id
x Xz �! �2Id

x Xz cos 2pd1Jd;X cos 2pdnJd;r � Id
z sin 2pd1Jd;X cos 2pdnJd;r

þ 4Id
z Ir

yXz cos 2pd1Jd;X sin 2pdnJd;r � 2Id
x Ir

y sin 2pd1Jd;X sin 2pdnJd;r

2Id
y Xz �! �2Id

y Xz

Xx �! Xx cos 2pd1Jd;X cos 2pd1Jr;X � 2Id
y Xy sin 2pd1Jd;X cos 2pd1Jr;X

� 2Ir
yXy cos 2pd1Jd;X sin 2pd1Jr;X � 4Id

y Ir
yXx sin 2pd1Jd;X sin 2pd1Jr;X

Xy �! �Xy cos 2pd1Jd;X cos 2pd1Jr;X � 2Id
y Xx sin 2pd1Jd;X cos 2pd1Jr;X

� 2Ir
yXx cos 2pd1Jd;X sin 2pd1Jr;X þ 4Id

y Ir
yXy sin 2pd1Jd;X sin 2pd1Jr;X

2Id
z Xx �! 2Id

z Xx cos 2pd1Jr;X cos 2pdnJd;r � 4Id
z Ir

yXy sin 2pd1Jr;X cos 2pdnJd;r

þ 4Id
x Ir

yXx cos 2pd1Jr;X sin 2pdnJd;r � 2Id
x Xy sin 2pd1Jr;X sin 2pdnJd;r

2Id
z Xy �! �2Id

z Xy cos 2pd1Jr;X cos 2pdnJd;r � 4Id
z Ir

yXx sin 2pd1Jr;X cos 2pdnJd;r

� 4Id
x Ir

yXy cos 2pd1Jr;X sin 2pdnJd;r � 2Id
x Xx sin 2pd1Jr;X sin 2pdnJd;r
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If we assume that long-range heteronuclear

and homonuclear couplings can be neglected during

the BIRDd,X element, the transfers can be simplified

to

Id
x �! Id

x cos 2pd1Jd;X þ 2Id
z Xz sin 2pd1Jd;X

Id
y �! Id

y

2Id
x Xz �! �2Id

x Xz cos 2pd1Jd;X � Id
z sin 2pd1Jd;X

2Id
y Xz �! �2Id

y Xz

for proton transverse operators and

Xx �! Xx cos 2pd1Jd;X � 2Id
y Xy sin 2pd1Jd;X

Xy �! �Xy cos 2pd1Jd;X � 2Id
y Xx sin 2pd1Jd;X

2Id
z Xx �! 2Id

z Xx

2Id
z Xy �! �2Id

z Xy

for the corresponding transverse operators of the

heteronucleus. The magnetization of every other

operator is scaled by cosð2pd1Jd;XÞ, resulting in an

average loss of 0:5�ð1� cosð2pd1Jd;XÞÞ due to incom-

plete transfer during the BIRDd,X filter.

To examine the influence of homonuclear and long-

range heteronuclear couplings, we assume a perfectly

matched delay d, leading to cosð2pd1Jd;XÞ ¼ �1 and

sinð2pd1Jd;XÞ ¼ 0. The transfers are then

Id
x �! �Id

x cos 2pdnJd;r þ 2Id
z Ir

y sin 2pdnJd;r

Id
y �! Id

y

2Id
x Xz �! 2Id

x Xz cos 2pdnJd;r þ 4Id
z Ir

yXz sin 2pdnJd;r

2Id
y Xz �! �2Id

y Xz

and

Xx �! �Xx cos 2pd1Jr;X þ 2Ir
yXy sin 2pd1Jr;X

Xy �! Xy cos 2pd1Jr;X þ 2Ir
yXx sin 2pd1Jr;X

2Id
z Xx �! 2Id

z Xx cos 2pd1Jr;X cos 2pdnJd;r

�4Id
z Ir

yXy sin 2pd1Jr;X cos 2pdnJd;r

þ4Id
x Ir

yXx cos 2pd1Jr;X sin 2pdnJd;r

�2Id
x Xy sin 2pd1Jr;X sin 2pdnJd;r

2Id
z Xy �! �2Id

z Xy cos 2pd1Jr;X cos 2pdnJd;r

�4Id
z Ir

yXx sin 2pd1Jr;X cos 2pdnJd;r

�4Id
x Ir

yXy cos 2pd1Jr;X sin 2pdnJd;r

�2Id
x Xx sin 2pd1Jr;X sin 2pdnJd;r

As with the direct one-bond coupling, every other

transverse component is scaled by the homonuclear

coupling cosð2pd1Jd;rÞ, causing an average loss of

magnetization of 0.5*(1 – cosð2pd1Jd;rÞÞ. Heteronucle-

ar long-range couplings, instead, do not affect proton

transverse operators, but reduce all transverse

operators on the heteronucleus according to

ð1� cosð2pd1Jr;XÞÞ.
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